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PLATE by David Thulstrup goes deep into modern simplicity 
with a pared-back take on tradition that draws on the prize-
winning architect and designer’s keen eye for laying bare the 
essence of materials.

Matte and brushed surfaces are interchangeable options in a 
kitchen that feels iconic yet remains refreshingly contemporary; 
deep color schemes and bold textures like granite sit neatly 
alongside the matte, industrial sheen of brushed aluminum 
and stainless steel for a look that’s raw, honest and elegantly 
unfiltered. Designed to last in terms of style as well as materials, 
PLATE is classic, modern and uncompromisingly sincere.



3DAVID THULSTRUP

David Thulstrup is an architect and designer with a refined yet 
diverse approach to interiors and architecture merging classic 
aesthetics with a modern design language. He is the founder 
and creative director of Studio David Thulstrup in Copenhagen.

Describing his style as ‘modern simplicity,’ David won 
international acclaim and multiple awards for the interiors of 
the two Michelin-starred Noma restaurant in Copenhagen, and 
he rethinks and reworks elements such as light, color, form and 
material to create pared-back and often bold design solutions.
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Fronts in brushed aluminium / Integrated handles / Countertop in stainless steel.
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Layered structure fronts with 2 mm aluminum plates / A black MDF Core / Drawers in steel.
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PLATE comes with a textured integrated handle.
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Painted aluminum fronts in Matte Chocolate / Integrated handles / Granite countertop in the Baltic Brown Light variant. 
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Fronts in painted aluminum in the color Matte White / Countertop in granite in the variant Belgian Blue Limestone.
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Fronts in Matte White.
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Fronts in brushed aluminium / Integrated handles / Countertop in stainless steel.
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Fronts in brushed aluminium / Integrated handles / Countertop in stainless steel.





FRONTS
PLATE comes in three varieties of aluminum: brushed, Matte Chocolate  
and Matte White. The edges are exposed, which makes the layered  
structure visible from the side.

HANDLES
PLATE comes with integrated handles designed to be seamless,  
functional part of the kitchen. 

COUNTERTOPS
The countertop comes in three variants: stainless steel and two varieties  
of stone—Belgian Blue Limestone and Baltic Brown Light.

Please note that some products may have been discontinued.  
This catalogue has been printed on FSC certified paper.
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